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Abstract. We study a theory of short range forces in terms of local observable
quantities among the superselection structure determined by the algebra of all
local observables, to each additive independent charge we associate local
observables having a meaning analogous to the regularized integrals of charge
density fields over a finite volume. Among other assumptions, we require that
parastatistics are absent from the theories considered.

1. Introduction

The central role of the principle of locality in quantum field theory has long been
stressed by Haag [1]. As formulated in [2] by this principle it is meaningful to
consider (the algebra generated by) all the observables in a given theory that can
be measured within a fixed bounded space-time region; moreover the cor-
respondence so obtained

0->2l(0) (1.1)

between regions and algebras of observables should contain all the physical
information about the theory. In other words, the relevant specification on local
observables is their spacetime localization and not their particular interpretation
[1, 2].

This point of view proved to be extremely fruitful over the years, in analyzing
matters of principles and the general structure of quantum field theory. In
particular it has been possible to see how important features of a theory, that are
usually described in terms of non-observable quantities like charged fields, are
actually determined by the correspondence (1.1) alone.

We refer e.g. to the features of particle statistics and superselection structure.
The superselection quantum numbers appear as labels of the equivalence classes of
special irreducible representations of the algebra of all local observables, and are
global data; they can be viewed as eigenvalues of "charge" operators β, a
posteriori determined by the algebra of quasilocal observables but not belonging
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to it. These charge operators are the generators of gauge transformations of the
first kind, which leave pointwise invariant the algebra of observables but act on the
field algebra determined by it [3-5].

In Lagrangian field theory, an internal symmetry leaving the Lagrangian
invariant determines a conserved current j μ by Noether's theorem and considering
the regularized integral of / 0 over a finite volume

SOVRΘS) = ί/o(*> t) fR(x) gδ(t)d3xdt (1.2)

[where fR, gδ are nonnegative smooth functions with compact support, /^(x) = l
for |X |^JR and gδ(t) = 0 for \t\^δ, §gδ(ήdt=l'], we obtain local charge operators
which as R->co, approach the global charge Q in the sense that

QFΩ= timyo(fRgδ)9F]Ω9 (1.3)
R-+00

where Ω denotes the vacuum state vector and F is any quasilocal field operator.
Equation (1.3) is a simple consequence of the basic property of the operators (1.2):
if ψ is a field operator localized near the origin and destroying n units of the charge
considered, then J0{fRgδ)ψ - Wfo{fRgδ) = - nψ, or equivalently

^p(iθfo(fR93))ψ^P(-iθfo(fRgδ)) = e-inθψ. (1.4)

By Eq. (1.4) the operator (1.2) is a generator of a unitary group inducing gauge
transformations of the first kind on a specific local field algebra.

In this paper we propose to associate to the global superselection quantum
numbers ξ determined by a local quantum theory 0->2I((P) local observables Jξ

having the same properties (1.3) and (1.4) of the operators (1.2). By this procedure
one proves the existence of local measurements with specific physical interpre-
tation1. This is a step on the way to proving the existence of local Wightman fields
/o(x) having the meaning of charge density for the superselection quantum
number ξ.

In a Lagrangian theory the operator (1.2) is an observable only if the gauge
group is abelian accordingly we will assume that no superselection sector obeys a
parastatistics [4, 6]. Then to each additive independent charge there will be
operators Jξ and we show that they can be chosen to commute with one another a
simultaneous measurement of all of them is possible, determining the charge
contained in a region Θ1 by a measurement in a larger region Θ2.

In a theory of strictly localizable charges with parastatistics a similar
discussion should be possible since the gauge group would not be abelian, the
operators Jk would not be observables, but should generate a local current
algebra.

We will need several assumptions described in detail below. The most severe
restriction from the physical point of view is the limitation to strictly localizable
charges, described in [3, 4]. The present scheme is not applicable to abelian gauge
theories or theories with massless particles. In a massive nonabelian gauge theory
it is possible that charges enjoy a poorer localizability property [5]. An example of

1 There is an obvious duality between these measurements and the operations defined by charge
transfer observables [4, I, Sect. 3]
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our charges would be the baryon number in the old meson theory (and
presumably also in QCD). However we feel that the restricted framework of this
paper is the natural case to study first.

The local charge operators Jξ are located in the relative commutant 9ί(0)Λ of
91(0) in the C*-algebra 91 generated by all local observables. The subalgebra 91(0')
generated by the observables spacelike separated from 0 is dense in 91(0)*
[assumption (1) below] but Jξ is not in 91(0'). Actually under a natural conjecture
(Sect. 5) it follows that 91(0)* is generated by 91(0') and the Jξ. This is in agreement
with a proposal made long ago by Haag [7] that gauge theories (of the second
kind) should have as a characteristic feature 91(0)^ = 91(0'). By [3, I, Sect. 5] this
condition amounts to absence of superselection rules associated to localizable
charges.

As mentioned at the beginning our main postulate is locality: there is an
inclusion preserving correspondence

0-+9ί(0) (1.5)

between ΘeJf (the set of all double cones in Minkowski space; 0 e J Γ if Θ = x
— V+ ny+V+, x — yeV+) and von Neumann algebras acting on a separable
Hubert space Jf0 (the vacuum Hubert space). The algebra 91(0) is generated by
local observables in 0 and the quasilocal algebra 91 is the C*-algebra generated by
the union of 91(0), 0eJf .

For the sake of extending the correspondence (1.5) to arbitrary regions we
introduce on 9ί a topology ?Γ which we regard as the natural one for dealing with
local normality. 2Γ is the strongest among the locally convex topologies on 91
which are weaker than the norm topology and weaker than the inductive limit of
the ultra weak topologies of 91(0), &e$T2. For any SClR4 define

9I(S)= V{9I(0)/0eJf;0CS}, (1.6)

sr
where \jMa means the ^-closed subalgebra of 91 generated by Mα C 91.

,Our assumptions on the correspondence (1.5) are the following
(i) Duality: 91(0) = 91(0')', 0eJ f , which embodies Einstein causality and

maximality of the net 91(0) (0' is the open set of all points spacelike to 0).

(ii) Λddίtίvίty: if 0, 0 1 ? . . . ,0 π eJf and 0C \J Θi9 then

91(0) C V
i=l,..,,n

(iii) Time Slice Axiom [1, 9] : iϊ S = {xeJR4/xμη
μe(a,b)} with ηeΊR4 timelike and

a < b9 then
9I(S) = 9I .

(iv) Translation Covariance and Spectrum Condition: there is a continuous
unitary representation °i/0 of IR4 on ^ 0 , a unit vector ΩeJ^0, such that σ ( f o ) C F + ,
%(a)Ω = Ω, αeIR4 and for each ΘeJf, aeΊR4

(1.7)

2 Cf. [8, 3.14 and 3.15] properties of the topology &~ will be discussed elsewhere
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i.e. ^ 0 (α) induces the translation automorphisms αα on 91. The vector state ω 0

induced by Ω on 91 (vacuum state) is the only α-invariant normal state, i.e. 91 is
irreducible.

As described by [3, 4] in our case the superselection structure is described by
covariant localized morphisms of 91. A localized morphism ρ leads to a sector ξ
obeying the ordinary Bose or Fermi statistics iff ρ is an automorphism.

We restrict to theories for which:
a) All localized morphisms are covariant and can be localized in any double cone

by a unitary equivalence.
b) There is no sector obeying a parastatistics.
c) There are countably many superselection sectors.

By a) our charges are transportable and carry no minimal length preventing
their localization in small regions. Point b) says that the set of superselection
sectors is the dual Φ of a compact abelian gauge group ^ by c) ^ is separable.

To 91 we can associate a normal field group #", unique up to equivalence,
which determines a net Θ-+%(Θ\ of field algebras fulfilling normal commutation
relations at spacelike distances [3, II]. By assumption a) we have for each Θe Jf
the twisted duality property [3, II, Proposition 6.2]

P = W. (1.8)

Our last assumption is more technical, and is related to a conjecture of
Borchers:

(v) If Θί9 Θ2eJf, ΘγCInterior (Θ2), there is a type I factor 91 such that

This property is known to hold for free fields [10-12]. It is elementary (cf. Sect. 5)
that it implies the analogous property for the net of observables :

(v') If Θv Θ2e Jf, Θ1 CInterior (Θ2)9 there is a type I factor Wd such that

Unlike our other assumptions we will specify when we use (v) or (v') we feel that
our results should be freed from these technical assumptions.

Assumption (v) is tightly connected with local implementation of symmetries.
It is implied by the local implementability of the flip ψ1®W2~*Ψ2®xPι m t n e

theory g(x) g [12] and implies that any isomorphism σ of $($i) o n t o 8^2)9 ®u
$ 2 eJf , is implemented by a unitary in some ^(Θo), by the implementation
theorem [15, Chap. Ill, Sect. 8, Corollary 8] (see e.g. [10]). Specifically if
Θ1 CInterior (Θ2) to each gauge transformation ge&, there is a unitary Vge

($(Θ2)
such that

g g ^ (1.9)

for each field operator ψe g(0i) destroying the charge ξ (ξe #, ge &-+ (ξ, g( is the
duality between ^ and #).

Our problem is first to show that we can choose Vg gauge invariant, i.e.
furthermore, if we have continuous homomorphisms
±gθey, we have to choose Vgθ to be a continuous one parameter
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group. Then by the Stone theorem Vgθ = eιJΘ and J is the desired local charge
operator.

By using the powerful results of [16] we can even choose Vg to be a strongly
continuous representation of 0 so that, by such a special choice the operator J has
pure point spectrum, the integers; this is different from the operator (1.2).

If the operators Vg belong to 91(0 2) by (1.9) we have

VgeWβ1)'nW<92), Ψ^ψ-^^g}^ (1.10)

for each unitary field operator ψe^Θ^ destroying the charge ξ.
In view of Eq. (1.10) we have to study the action on 2ϊ($1)

/n2I(#2) of the
automorphisms of 21 localized in Θv It is easily seen that this action factors
through an action τ of the group Φ = Γ/J of superselection sectors [3, II]. This fact
is discussed in Sect. 2. Existence of a unitary Vg fulfilling (1.10) for each ge$ is a
strong property of τ called dominance by Connes and Takesaki [16]. In Sect. 3 we
show that τ is dominant if (v) holds. In Sect. 4 we discuss the properties of local
charge operators when τ is dominant. In Sect. 5 we comment upon the
assumptions (v), (v') and interpret some of our results as Galois relations.

2. The Action τ of the Group of Superselection Sectors

Denote by Γ(Θ) (respectively *f{(9)) the group of automorphisms (respectively inner

automorphisms) γ of 21 localized in Θ, i.e. γ\(Ά(Θ') = identity; let * / = (J

Γ= I) Γ{Θ). By assumption a) in the Introduction, for each ^ e J ί we have a

section

$ (2.1)

then for each pair ξ9 ξ'eΓ/J there is σξtξ,eJ{Θ) such that

yξyξ'=°ξ.ξ'yξξ'> ( 2 2 )

and setting

(2.3)

we get a (section independent) homomorphism τ& of the commutative discrete
group # into A(2T(0))

2.1. Remark. lϊΘv Θ2e$ί have nonempty common interiors, τ&1 and τΘl coincide

on
It suffices to define τ&ί and τ®2 using a section (2.1) with yξ localized in Θo

2.2. Notation. With Θl9 Θ2e Jf we write Θ1 C CΘ2 if Θλ CInterior (Θ2). For each
xeIR4 call Ix the set of pairs w = (0w, ΘJ, Θw9 ΘweJf, such that <̂ WC C^ w and
xe Interior (GJ. If u, welx we write u<w iϊ ΘWCCΘUCCΘUCCΘW.
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To each point xelR4 we associate a C*-algebra 91* generated by a net of von
Neumann algebras {5lw;we/J setting

; (2.4)

= f U
By the Remark 2.1, the actions (2.3) define an action τ* of # on 91* leaving each

9tw, we/x, globally stable.
By translation covariance we have for each αeIR4

αβ(«ί) = α ί + α; α ^ α ^ τ ^ - . (2.6)

With 9IXC9I* the C*-algebra generated by SΆ(Θ'), ΘeJΓ, xeInterior (Θ), we
have 9IXC(9I*Γ, the τMϊxed points. Since n{9I(0)/0e X , xe Interior (©)}=€•/ by
[17], 9ΪX and 9T* are irreducible.

Whenever confusion is not possible we will write τ for τx.

2.3. Proposition3. Assume {V). Then for any welx we have

Kernelτ|5Rw = {e}. (2.7)

Proof. Let uelx, u<w and 9Jll5 9JΪ2 type / factors such that

2T(tfJ C m, C 8T(ΦJ C SK2 C 9I(©J. (2.8)

With yeΓ{Θw\ y\%ψw)'r\ς&{Θw) = identify we have to show yeJ. We first show

If Aeψl9 y(A)e^u)cm2. Since ^ ( ^ w ) C ^ ( ^ ) c a K 1 ? aWin8I(ΦJcSRw and
^ = identity. Then

Hence y(S0ΐ1)c3Dϊ1 and replacing γ by y" 1 we have ιy(SDΪ1) = SOΪ1. Then there is a
unitary (7e9Jl1 such that, setting η: η{A)= UAU'1, Ae% we have

γ(A) = η(A), AeWl,. (2.9)

By (2.9), η \ 8ί(β?J'nSDlx = identity and C/eίSr ί^J 'naRJ 'n ϊR^SI^J . Therefore
y = ?y on Sl^JcSDl! and y = /? = identity on 9ϊ(β?'J. By the following remark we
have y = η on 91 and ye,/.

2.4. Remark. IϊΘ1,Θ2eJf,Θ1CCΘ2

 a n d & Ά a r e endomorphisms of 91 coinciding
on 9I(02) and 91^;), then ρ = ̂ .

Note that ρ, f/ are locally normal [20] and isometric, then ρ — η is a linear
bounded map from 9ί to 23p^0) whose restriction to each 9Ϊ($) is ultraweakly
continuous. By [8, 3.14 and 3.15] ρ-ηis continuous from (91, F) to {S(^o)> crw*}
Since ρ, η are morphisms, ρ — η vanishes on the subalgebra generated by 91(02)

^), which is ^"-dense by (ii) and (iii); hence ρ = η. D
The following facts will be of frequent use.

3 Compare [3, I, Sect. 5] see also [18]
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2.5. Remark. The fixed point algebra 9Vw9 we Jχ 5 is properly infinite.
In fact if 0 e JΓ, ΘcΘ'wn0w9 then SΆ(Θ)c9Vw and 21(0) is properly infinite [22].

2.6 Proposition. Let EE^I, be a nonzero projection and w<uelx; then

E~ImodWu. (2.10)

Proof. This is a special case of a theorem of Borchers [14], which applies here since
the relative commutant of 5R̂  in Wu includes 21(0) if 0 e Jf, ΘcΘ'unΘw, and since
for some neighbourhood JT(O) of 0 in IR4 we have by (2.6) %(aWw%(a)~x C SK*,
adJί(O). Π

The reader will note that the foregoing discussion would also apply with a
trivial change in Proposition 2.3 in the presence of parastatistics.

As discussed in the Introduction, our basic problem is the following: given any
welx, to each ge^ does there exist a unitary Vge$iw such that

% and qe<$. (2.11)

According to Connes and Takesaki [16] a continuous action of a separable locally
compact abelian group on a von Neumann algebra is called dominant if it has the
above property (2.11) and the fixed point subalgebra is properly infinite (cf.
Remark 2.5). Such actions have the following properties.

2.7. Proposition [16]. Let τ be dominant; then
(i) 9ΪW is generated as a von Neumann algebra by the fixed points 9ί^ and any

collection of unitaries {Vg; ge&} fulfilling (2.11).
(ii) There is a choice i^g, ge$ of solutions of (2.11) such that ge<3^ir

g is a
strongly continuous unitary representation of <§.

[Condition (ii) is equivalent to the assertion that {9ΐw,τ} is isomorphic to
{501 x ^, θ}, the w* crossed product of a von Neumann algebra SCR by ̂  equipped
with the dual action; 9JΪ can be identified with 9ΐ^ and θg with A d ^ . ]

We briefly discuss the freedom in the choice of the representation Ψ* of
Proposition 2.7, (ii), when τ is dominant. We define an action θ of ^ on $iτ

w by θg(T)
= rgτr~ \ ge <S, Te 9TW; then (see [16, III.3] and [13]) {5R̂ , θ} ^ {Mwx τ # , τ} and
θ is dominant since 9ΪW is properly infinite. With ge%ϊ-*i^g another continuous
unitary representation in 5RW fulfilling (2.11), we have that ύttg = ir

g1
/"~1e9lτ

w is a
#-cocycle and θ'g = Ad<%gθg. By [16, Corollary 2.4] there is a unitary ^ e 9 ^ such

t h a t Θ^AdWθgAdW-1. (2.12)

Since ^e9Γw, w(g) = i^g%i^~1^~1 belongs to Ww and by (2.12) also to (WJ. It
follows that all choices fVg induce the same action θ0 on the center 9ί^n(9ί^)' any
two choices i^, Ψ*' are related by

rg' = w(g)®rg%-\ ge% (2.13)

with % a unitary in 9lτ

w and ge$-+w(g) a unitary #0-cocycle in the center of 9VW.
If the Ww are factors [which would follow from a) 21(0) is a factor, and b)
) = <S or equivalently θ0 is trivial] Eq. (2.13) simplifies to
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where multiplying by a fixed character amounts to adding a constant to the local
charge operators.

3. When is the Action τ Dominant?

In this section we show that τ is dominant if # is finite under assumption (v') and
for any countable Φ under assumption (v).

3.1. Definition. For welx, ge$, define

Φ (3.1)

(3.2)

3.2. Lemma. Let u, welx, u<w; with @{HU) the subgroup of $ generated by Hu, for
each ge^(Hu) there is a unitary element in MJ^g).

Proof. UBeJfu(g)9 τξ{B*B) = B*B and τξ{BB*) = BB*, ξz<S\ hence if W\B\ is the
polar decomposition of B, we have |£|e9ί* and WeJiu(g). Since also W*W,
WW*e<iRτ

u, by Proposition 2.6 there are isometries Vv V2e9iτ

w with final pro-
jections equal to WW*, W* W respectively then the operator VfWV2 is a unitary
in J(w(g). Since obviously JtJ$)JlJg')QJlJ$g') and J(w(g)* = Jlw(g~1)9 the
assertion follows. ••

3.3. Proposition. If & is finite and we assume (v') then τ is dominant.

Proof By Fourier analysis ?lw is the linear span of JtJ,g\ ge$. Hence ξoeΦ,
(ξo,g} l=for each geHw implies τ ξ o = identity on ^Hw and by Proposition 2.3
ξo = e. In other words, H^ = {e} and @(HW) = @. By Lemma 3.2, for any u>w,
Hu = $ and each Jiu{g) contains a unitary, i.e. τ is dominant. Since w was arbitrary
τ is dominant on any 5RM. Π

3.4. Proposition. Assume property (v) and that $ is connected. Then τ is dominant.

Proof We first extend the action τ to the field algebra. With £F the normal field
group, recall that we have the exact sequence \-*sd-*$F-+Φ-*e\ under the
assumption a) for each double cone we also have the exact sequence
l-^ j/(^)->J Γ (^)^#->e; here s/(Θ) denotes the unitary group in 2Ϊ(0) and
j / = (J sί{G\ We can choose a section ξeΦ-^ψξe^((9^),ψξ unitary; then ψξψξ,

= uξjψξξ,9 uξtξ,eπ(SΆ(Θ))*. Define the action τ on π(M(Θ j)'n%(Θ2), for ΘγdQGl9

by τξ = Adt/?ξ. The action τ is a (section independent) representation of Φ by
automorphisms of n($i(GJ)1 r\%{G2) whose restriction to π(^L(GJnSU(G2)) is
πτπ~ι.

We will drop the symbol π when confusion is not possible.
Note that τ commutes with the gauge transformations otg.

4 With ξeΦ^>γξEΓ a. section, π = φ π 0 o y ξ , where π 0 is the vacuum representation, the field algebra

acts on JTπ= 0 3/e^ tf = tfacts on y?ζ= 0
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By assumption (v) to each ge$, welχ9 there is a unitary Vge^(ΘJ such that

Ad7, |S(0J = α,; (3-3)

hence Vgeπ{yί{Θw))'nfflOw) and applying (3.4) to the section ψξ defining τξ we get

Φ ( 3 . 4 )

Hence τ is dominant and we have to show that its restriction τ to 9ίw is also
dominant.

By Proposition (2.7) (ii) we have a continuous unitary representation
->^eπ(2I(# j y n g ( 0 J fulfilling (3.4). By continuity there is a neighbourhood

of the identity is ^ such that

^ for geΛ^e). (3.5)

With m the average over the gauge group action we have
)'ng(0w)->9tw, mτξ = τξm\ hence setting Tg = nι(Ϋ~g), ge$, we have
and 7; + 0 for # e J ^ ) by Eq. (3.5).

Hence J^(e)cHw; by Lemma 3.2 if u>w, we/x, =^M(g) contains a unitary for
each ge^(Hw) since ^ is connected, ^(Hw) = & and τ is dominant on 9iu therefore
this holds for all uelx. •

3.5. Theorem. Assume property (v). Then τ is dominant for any countable Φ.

Proof.Denote by JfF (respectively j^B) the subspace of #fn spanned by all J ^ with ξ
a Fermi (respectively Bose) sector, and define

We divide the proof in three steps.

Let B^eJΪJ^g) be not a Fermi operator. By the Reeh-Schlieder theorem, if
ΘcΘ'wnΘw, there is a Bose operator \pe%{&) such that (ψΩ,BgΩ)ή=0. Since
y e 5 ( 0 J ' , we have ψ*BgeJw(g); then Γ ^ φ ^ J + O, TgeJίw{g) and ^ e H w ; we
proved one inclusion and the opposite one is obvious, and 1. follows.

Let hoe$ be defined by <ξ,h0} = + 1 or — 1 if ξ is Bose or Fermi respectively.
2. The subset HWC^ is a closed and open subgroup and either Hw = $ or

Hw{e,h0}HwxΈ2.
Note that, with # e Jf, 0 C <^n(Pw, i/; a unitary Fermi operator in $(Θ), we have

If hφHw and ^ is a unitary in Jίw{h\ ^ is Fermi and ψVh is a unitary Bose
operator in g ( 0 J inducing a^ho on g(0 w ); then hhoeHw and & = HwκjHwh0.

lϊHw and ifw/z0 are not disjoint, the subgroup generated by Hw contains h0 and
then equals ^. By Lemma 3.2 and arbitrariness of w then τ is dominant.

Let HwnHwho = 0. IΐheHw, hhoφHw and there is a Fermi unitary in Jiw(hh0);
by the argument above there is a Bose unitary in Jiw((hh0)h0) = Jίjh).

Bose unitaries form a group and, by the multiplication properties of Jίίw(g), Hw

is a group. By Proposition 3.4 HwDJ^(e) and Hw is open and closed. Since
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$ = Hw<jHwhQ, HwnHwho = 0, we have the direct product decomposition ^ = HW

•{e,h0}.
3. liu>w,Jtu(h0)*{0}.
If HWΦ%, % = Hw-{e,h0], and $ = {e,ho}

1-Hi, where {e,ho}
L = ΦB~Hw,

denoting by <3B the subgroup of Bose sectors. H^~ {e,ho}"~Έ2, hence there is a
Fermi sector ξ0, ξ\ = e, such that

# = #B{e,ξ 0}; {e,ξo}=Hi.

Let u > w if geHw, ^u(g) contains a unitary operator fVg by Lemma 3.2. Hence
the action τ | # B is dominant on 5RM, and 9JU is generated by the subalgebra 93 of
τ|#β-fixed points and by { f ^ e f l j . Since τ j ^ ) = f ς all ^6/fw = {e,ξ0}

1, if τ ξ o

is the identity on 93 it follows that τξo is the identity on 9ΐM contrary to Proposition
2.3.

Let £e93, τξo(B)ή=B; setting Tho = B-τξo(B) we have

namely ThoeJiu{ho\ Tho + Q and /io6jftt.
Since Hu 3 HWJ ίίw = ̂  by Lemma 3.2, τ is dominant on 9^, υ > M, hence on any

*υ •
4. Local Charges

By the results of the previous section, under the assumptions made in Sect. 1, for
each pair of double cones Θ1 C CΘ2, we have a continuous unitary representation
ge(^-^i^ge

<ίl(ΘJn<Ά(Θ2) inducing the gauge transformations on f5(C?1). This
representation is unique up to the transformation (2.13).

Since *§ is abelian and "f" is a representation, Ψ* generates an abelian
subalgebra of observables in 2I(02X by a simultaneous measurement of which we
can determine the charge localized in Gv In the spectral decomposition

gΣ Mξ (4.1)
ξeό

Eξe 5I((^1)
/n^I((P2) is nonzero for all ξ and expresses the local property of a state of

having exactly charge ξ in Θ1 plus some specifications in &'ίn&2, depending upon
the choice (4.1) of the solution to our problem. The vacuum state cannot fulfill any
such specification by the Reeh-Schlieder theorem.

The representation ir

Q can be described in terms of local charges in a more
familiar way when % is finitely generated. In this case % has independent
generators ηv ...,ηφ ζv " ,ζp with rf^ — e and ξ aperiodic, i.e. the ηi are multipli-
cative charges, ξj additive charges. The correspondence

K , ..., mq, nl9..., np)^ηT.. < « ^ "^7 ( 4 2 )

is an isomorphism of the Kronecker product

Z V i x ...xZVqxΈx . . . x Z

onto Φ accordingly we can identify ^ with the topological product of the duals

^ - Z V i x ...xZVqxΈx . . . x T . (4.3)
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Let e. be the first v t h root of 1; with | e # , ge$, ξ~(ml9 ...,np), g~(m'19 •• >m'φ
eίθ\ ...,eίθp), the duality between ^ and % is given by

By the identification (4.3) we have

rg = C^...C^eWiJi...ew^J^ ge&, (4.4)

where CieSBL(ΘJn^ί(G2) is a unitary with 0^ = 1 and J ^ S t ^ J n S X ^ ) is a
selfadjoint operator with spectrum equal to TL.

If ψξe S(^i) is a field operator destroying the charge ξ = η™1.. . ^ p then [cf. Eq.

Ci, i = l , . . . , $ , (4.5)

ξ n k I ) , k=U . . . , p . (4.6)

By letting ^ 1 =ίP 1 > n t IR 4 as w-»oo in the above choice we get for each quasi-
local ψ

D ψΩ= lim C^ψC^Ω, (4.7)
n-> oo

β f cψΩ=lim[J<">,ψ]Ω, (4.8)
n—+ oo

where Dί? Qfc are the generators of the global representation %(g) of ̂ , defined by a
formula analogous to (4.4).

Note that by acting on a choice Cv ..., J p with a space time translation we get a
choice for the translated region.

Any set of p commuting self adjoint operators Jv...,Jp affiliated to
2ί((^1)

/n2I(^2) and fulfilling (4.6) have a similar interpretation. We get all such
p-tuple of operators as follows. Let ^ 0 be the connected component of e in ̂ , ^ 0

its simply connected covering ~IRx ... xIR, and σ the canonical homomorphism
of ^ 0 into ^. Fix a reference continuous unitary representation
gE^^rgE

<}ί{Θίyn<iί(Θ) = <3i fulfilling τξ(<Wg) = (ξ9g}Wg9 ge$, and define the ac-
tion θ of # 0 on 9T by ̂  = θσ{gY θg = kά<%g\ 9ίτ. The generic choice Jv...Jp are the
generators of the unitary representation

ge^rβ=Xgya(g)eyi, (4.9)

where X^ is a continuous unitary θ-cocycle in 5Γ. This wider class of operator
systems J l 5 . . . , J p should be the natural tool in an approximation procedure to
construct p Wightman fields having the meaning of charge densities for the
additive independent charges ξί9 ...,ξp.

5. Comments on the General Assumptions

As mentioned in the introduction, the validity of the present analysis is limited to
the case of charges which are strictly localizable in bounded regions. (Assuming
duality, we also do not discuss broken gauge symmetries or soliton sectors [19].)
By the work of Buchholz and Fredenhagen one is led to consider charges
localizable at best in spacelike cones [5]. In this case we cannot expect the
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existence of the analogs to the operator (1.2). Actually by [5] the relevant
representations are normal on the relative commutants of subalgebras associated
to spacelike cones, unlike our case.

We next discuss assumption (v) and (v') By twisted duality (1.8), (v) is
equivalent to the following: if Θv ( P 2 e / , Θ1C C 0 2 , t n e n n e a r m a P defined by

Ψ1Ψ2-*Ψi®Ψ2> Ψ i e P i ) 5 ψ2e%t(Θ'2), (5.1)

is normal [12]. By restriction to π(<$l(Θί))C<&(Θi)9 π(2l(0'2))C%\Θ'2\ reduction to
^0®^0Cάf®yf and duality, one easily gets (V) from (5.1) and (v)=>(v')

Conversely if (V) holds and τ is dominant, then (v) holds. It suffices [10] to
show that there are normal product states on 5 ( 0 ^ V g ^ y , faithful on each
algebra.

With ge^^ir

ge%(Θ2) a continuous unitary representation of ^ inducing the
gauge transformations on 5(0 J, mv the normal conditional expectation of
given by the average over A d ^ , ge&, we have for

with ω a normal product state over 21(0^ V 2I(0'2)~, ω°ίt ί o ^ is a normal product
state over g(0 x) V g ^ ) " .

Assumption (v') has strong consequences on the structure of 91. With Jf a
separable Hubert space and 23 the C*-inductive limit of <8pfΘ/1) by
£e33pf®"H£(x)/e93pf®"+ 1), for any theory fulfilling (v') we have that 21 is
isomorphic to 93.

At the local level, duality together with assumption (V) imply that S&(Θ) is

injective. For by duality 2Ϊ(0)= f] 2I(fl?Π), if ©ne Jf, ίPn + 1 CInterior (C?Π) and f] d?M

= Θ. With 2Rtt a type I factor such that

we have 9I((P)= f| 9Kn and 21(0) is injective5.
«

Concerning assumption a) one could argue that, in a Poincare covariant
theory, under an assumption closely related to (v') and to the existence of local
densities for the generators of Poincare transformations, any irreducible localized
morphism would be covariant.

The other part of a) should be related to additivity (ii) whereby 21(0) for any
small Θ generates with its translates all the observables of the theory.

Our last comment is the interpretation of some statements in this paper as
Galois relations. With Jί d21 and ^ΓcAut(2I) define JiL = {ρe Aut(2I)/ρ(4) = 4,

Since each yeJί is locally normal, for any J^cAut(2X), JίL is a ^"-closed
subalgebra of 21. With 23c2ί a *-subalgebra and j3/ = 23":, it is easily seen that
i = i n Hence by duality

. (5.2)

5 R. V. Kadison was the first to note that (v') together with continuity would imply hyperfiniteness
[21]
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Since Jψ)L = 21(0)*, by Proposition 2.3 we also have

J(Θ)lλ. (5.3)

By definition, Γ(G) = S&ψ')L and π(<&(Θ')±1) = <5(Θ)/nπ((Ά). The following re-
lation is a natural conjecture

(5.4)

By intersection with 21(0 ̂ © p 3 0, it follows from (5.4)

. (5.5)

Proposition. Let 0, Gv G2 be double cones, 0 C 0 X C C 0 2 Under the assumptions in
the Introduction and (5.4), for any choice of unitaries ^e2ϊ(0 x ) 'Ό9I(0 2 ) , such that

# , we have

= <&{&') V {rjge%}, (5.6)

i.e. 2ί(0)Λ is the ^closed *-algebra generated by 21(0') and any choice of local charge
operators in 21(0)*.

Proof Since 21(0) is injective it is generated by an amenable group of unitaries

averaging over the induced automorphism group gives a conditional expectation

φ from 33pf0)
 o n t o 2 W s u c h t h a t

for each G^tf, GzG1.

Since 0(21) = 2I(0)Λ and (J 2I((^1) is norm dense in 2ί, by norm continuity of φ

also (J 2l(01)n2I(0)' is norm dense in 21(0)*. By Theorem 3.5 and Proposition

2.7, (ii), 2I($)'n2I(01) is generated as a von Neumann algebra by 2I(01)n2l(0') and

rφ ge$. It follows that 2ί(0)ΛC21(0') V {Tφ ge%} and since 21(0)* is .T-closed by
the above remarks and 2I(0r) C 21(0)*, f^e2I(0)*, we have also the opposite
inclusion and (5.5) is proved. •

Assumption a) might be essential for conjecture (5.4). The rest of the paper
could easily be modified replacing a) by: there is Θe JΓ such that Γ c(0)->^ is onto.
However if such 0 cannot be chosen arbitrarily small, there is little hope of
recovering charge density Wightman fields.

Note added in proof. In a forthcoming paper in collaboration with Roberto Longo, some results of
this paper are generalized and the arguments given here in Sect. 3 are considerably simplified. Dealing
with the case where parastatistics are possibly present, i.e. the gauge group ^ is not assumed to be
abelian, we prove that for each pair of double cones &ιZQΘ2 there is a continuous unitary representa-
tion g^Vg of ^ with values in g(0 2) inducing the gauge automorphisms ocg on $(^i) and such that
(χh(^g)

 = ^hgh-1> h> gεG. If in particular ^ is a Lie group the generators of V provide a local current
algebra in 9l(0i)'ng(0 2). The center of the von Neumann algebra generated by Ψ~φ ge^,is an abelian
subalgebra of observables in 5I(6)

1)
/n3ί(^2), and these observables determine the superselection

quantum numbers contained in the region Θί by measurements in the region Θ2
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